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Future employers are for example cruise companies, travel agencies, incoming agencies or Kreuzfahrttourismus
Bachelor Studium - Kurze Beschreibung.

This interdisciplinary method enables entrepreneurs and innovators to design products and services best
possible for their customers Stickdorn and Schneider,  This can happen descriptive, in form of storyboards or
videos to create plausible scenarios regarding problems and solutions during the service delivery process.
While practitioners already lively apply and adapt service design methods and tools, tourism scholars still
exercise restraints. July ]. The minimum use of instrument was 0 and the maximum  According to the
collected and evaluated data the author interprets that the average degree of the application of service design
methods and tools increase if a DMO exercises a service design focused product development. Following
Stickdorn and Schneider the nature of a service design process is basically iterative by repeating every step as
long as failures arise. Analyse und Modellierung von Daten. Charantimath, P. Within a destination especially
Dwyer and Kim present a set of competitiveness indicators as a valuable tool to identify overall destination
performance. Here the author proposes: H1a. A variety of models try to sequence the product development
process into single logic steps. Stickdorn and Zehrer,  The authors propose a multi-dimensional service
concept as a central component and key driver in designing services along all planning levels. Shostack, G.
Amsterdam: BIS Publishers. Future research with different operationalization approaches could evidence if the
results are comparable. Articulating service concept to enhance tourism experience design. California
Management Review, 50 3 , pp. At the same time the service blueprint can be basis for trainings, guidelines,
drafts, instructions and specifications. Norderstedt: Books on Demand. The collected data regarding the
application of service design methods and tools verify throughout formulated hypothesis H2a â€” H2l.
Gallouj, F. This enables service developer specifying visible parts of a service line of interaction and invisible
parts of a service backstage as a model to implement existing and new services considering the service
concepts strategy and delivery system. If Austrian DMOs apply service design focused product development
they use mobile ethnography. Designing Services That Deliver. Methodologies for innovation and
improvement of services in tourism. Cruise Tourism Management is a unique, highly innovative
undergraduate four-year Bachelor's degree course leading to the Bachelor of Arts BA degree, in the area of
business administration which is taught in English. Marketing im Fremdenverkehr. Group A thereinafter
group noSD applies up to five service design methods and tools and it is assumed to not apply a service design
focused product development. Journal of Operations Management 20, pp. Not only huge passenger ships like
the "Oasis of the Seas" or the "Queen Mary 2" win over more fans, but the entire industry of cruise travel.
Gaissbauer, R. Teamwork and solidarity in the first place 7. Therefore, the course Cruise Tourism
Management has been invented and is still optimized continuously. Destinationsstrukturen der 3. Detail zum
Studium. Stage two is named 2 Service Design Thinking and addresses the strategic direction defining in a
service design process by identifying criteria, setting objectives, planning feasibility, analysing information
from stage one and establishing time plans, guidelines, team setups and specifications.


